Abstract-The wind turbine power curve WTPC describes the relationship between wind speed and turbine power output. Power curve, provided by the manufacturer is one of the most important tools used to estimate turbine power output and capacity factor. Hence, an accurate WTPC model is essential for predicting wind energy potential. This paper presents a comparative study of various models for mathematical modelling of WTPC based on manufacturer power curve data gathered from 32 wind turbines ranging from 330 to 7580 kW. The selected models are validated by comparing the capacity factor obtained using the models based on Gamma probability density function with the capacity factor estimated using manufacturer power curves based on measured wind speed data. The selected models are also validated by comparing the instantaneous power obtained using the models with manufacturer power curve data. The accuracy of the models is evaluated using statistical criteria such as Normalized Root Mean Square Error (NRMSE), relative error (RE), and correlation coefficient ( ). The adopted model allows predicting the behavior of wind turbine generated under different wind speeds. Results of the analysis presented in this paper show that the power-coefficient based model presents favorable efficiency followed by general model, since they have lower values of RE in estimation of capacity factor, whereas the polynomial model showed the least accurate model.
INTRODUCTION
The major factors influencing the electrical power produced by wind turbine generator are distribution of a wind speed at the selected site, tower height of wind turbine generator, and power response of the turbine to different wind velocities which described by power curve [1] [2] [3] . The power curve of a wind turbine generator is obtained by the manufacturers from field measurements of wind speed and power [4] . Wind turbine generators have different power curves, even turbines with a similar rating may give different output power at the same wind speed. The important characteristic speeds of a wind turbine are its cut-in, rated, and cut-out speed as shown in Fig. 1 . At cut-in speed, the turbine starts to generate power. At rated speed, the generated power by the turbine reaches the advertised power. At cut-out speed, the turbine stops producing power.
Several studies have reported in the field of wind turbine power curve modeling. A. Goudarzi et al [2] presented comparative analysis of various models for modeling of wind turbine power curves with reference to three commercial wind turbines, 330, 800, and 900 kW. They evaluated the performance of the selected models using statistical indicators such as normalized root mean square error. Their results indicated that the forth order polynomial is the most accurate mathematical model. C. Carrillo et al. [4] compared four models namely; polynomial, exponential, cubic, and approximated cubic for modeling of wind turbine power curves. They evaluated the models performance using coefficient of determination as fitness indicator based on manufacturer power curves gathered from nearly 200 turbines ranging from 225 to 7500 kW. The results indicated that exponential and cubic approximation give higher coefficient of determination values and lower errors, and polynomial model shows the worst results.
The purpose of this study is to compare between common nine mathematical models and find out which is the most efficient for modeling of wind turbine power curves. The MATLAB script file program is built for simulation. 
II. GAMMA DISTRIBUTION
Wind is stochastic in nature. In order to deal with wind speed, we need to describe its behavior by probability density function (simply, distribution). The distribution which is used to describe wind speed is influencing the assessment of wind energy potential due to the cubic relationship between wind speed and power, thus even small variation in wind speed may leads to a significant change in power. For this reason, the selected distribution must be well fitted with measured wind speed data. Wind speed data used in this study were measured at hub height of 10 meters and recorded every 10 minutes in Misrata-Libya during the whole year. A. Teyabeen [5] proved that the appropriate distribution for the same studied site in this study is Gamma distribution since it gives the best fitting for observed wind speed data. So it will be adopted and applied for next calculations in this study. The Gamma probability density function ( ) is given by [5, 6] :
where is the wind speed, and are the dimensionless shape and scale (in m/s) Gamma parameters, respectively, they are given by [5, 6] :
where and are the mean value and standard deviation of observed wind speed, they are given by [5] [6] [7] :
= ∑ (4)
where is the number of wind speed data. And Г represents the gamma function defined as [6] :
III. TURBINE POWER OUTPUT AND CAPACITY FACTOR
The power ( ) produced by wind turbine is usually represented by its power curve. Hence the turbine has for distinct performance regions as shown in Fig.1 , given by [1, 5] :
where , , and , are the cut-in, rated and cut-out velocities, is the rated power (in W), and ( ) is the power fitted to manufacturer power curve data by using mathematical equation. The output energy (in Wh) produced by the turbine over time interval is given by [1, 5] :
The capacity factor reflects how the turbine could exploit the energy available in the wind. It can be estimated based on probability density function, given by [1, 5, 8, 9] : = × (9) It also can be estimated based on the measured time-series wind speeds, as follow [10] :
= × (10) where is the annual energy output, given as [10] :
where is the manufacturer power curve value (in W) corresponding to wind speed bin , is number of hours that the wind speed occurred at bin , and is the number of bins.
In most cases the measured wind speed data must be adjusted to the hub height of wind turbine using the following [11] [12] [13] 
where (in m/s) is the wind velocity at the hub height ℎ (in m), (in m/s) is the wind velocity at the reference hub height ℎ (in m), and (dimensionless) is the surface roughness coefficient, it is assumed 0.12 in this study base on Ref [14] .
IV. WIND TURBINE POWER CURVE MATHEMATICAL MODELS
The purpose of this study is to compare between nine mathematical models and find out which of them is the most appropriate to represent the behavior of the power curves given by manufacturers. The proposed models are described below:
A. Linear model
For the linear model, the relationship between the power output and wind speed is linear in the region of , ). The power output ( ) in this region is expressed as [2, 3, 12, 15] :
Substituting (13) into (9) yields the capacity factor as [5] :
where is the lower incomplete gamma function, given as [5, 9, 15, 16] :
B. Quadratic model
The power output ( ) for quadratic model is given as [1, 2, 12, 15, 16] :
Using equation (9) the capacity factor is given by [5] :
C. Cubic type-I model
The power ( ) for cubic type-I model is given by [9, 12, 15] :
From (9), the capacity factor is given by [5] :
D. Cubic type-II model
The power output ( ) for cubic type-II model is given by [1, 12] :
From (9) the capacity factor is given by [5] :
E. General model
General model is type of power model which describes the power output curve with an indefinite-order of wind speed. It is given by [1, 15] :
where is the order of power output curve, it is assumed to be 1.4 in this study. By indicating to (9), the capacity factor is given by [5] :
F. Exponential model
When an exponential model is used to model a power curve, the non-linear part ( ) is given by [2, 4] :
where is the air density (1.225 kg/m ), is the swept area (in m ), and are constants, given by ( =0.899, =2.706) [2, 4] . Using (9) the capacity factor is given as [5] :
G. Power-coefficient based model
A simplified form of the expression given in (24) can be obtained by supposing equal to zero and equal to three which is expressed as [2] [3] [4] 12] :
where , is a constant equivalent to power coefficient (it is assumed to be 0.40), [2] . The capacity factor is given as [5] 
H. Approximated power-coefficient based model
This model can be obtained by approximating equation (26) by assuming , equal to the maximum value of power coefficient , as follow [2, 4] : 
I. Polynomial model
In this model, a second degree polynomial is used to fit the non-linear part, given as [17] : 
V. STATISTICAL CRITERIA USED FOR PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The models performance is evaluated by using statistical tests namely; relative error (RE), normalized root mean square error (NRMSE) and correlation coefficient based on capacity factor and instantaneous power curve. These tests are described below:
A. Relative error
The relative error RE is a criterion which represents the relative difference between capacity factor estimated from measured time-series wind speed data , and capacity factor estimated using the fitted models , it is given as [18] :
B. Normalized root mean square error
The root mean square error (RMSE) is frequently used to measure the difference between actual values and predicted values by a model. The normalized root mean square error NRMSE can be achieved by normalizing the RMSE value to the range of the observed data [2] . It is given by [2, 19] 
where and are the maximum and minimum values of the manufacture power curve. And RMSE is given as [6] :
where and are the manufacturer power curve values and the instantaneous power values predicted by the models corresponding to wind speed bin , respectively, and is the number of bins at range of , ).
C. Correlation coefficient
The Correlation coefficient, , describes the correlation between the data series, it is given by [6] :
where , denote the mean value of manufacturer power curve data and power predicted by the mathematical models, respectively. , denote the standard deviation of manufacturer power curve data and power predicted by the mathematical models, respectively. And is the number of bins at range of , ).
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to find out which of the proposed mathematical models is appropriate to represent power curves, the first step is gathering manufacturers power curve data. Thence, a database of 32 WTPC has been used (see Appendix), [20] [21] [22] . As an example, the manufacturer power curve of (Gamesa: G114 2.0MW) is shown in Table I . The representation of wind turbine power curves in database is shown in Fig. 2 . The histogram of turbine rated power, tower height, and cut-in, rated, cut-out wind speeds of wind turbines in database are shown in Fig. 3-5 .
All mathematical equations presented in section IV which proposed for power curve modeling are applied to each power curve in the database. The relative error (RE) which is shown in (35) is estimated based on the capacity factor obtained from each mathematical model and capacity factor obtained from time-series wind speeds. As an example, the capacity factor of (Gamesa G114 2.0MW) estimated using measured time-series wind speeds which described in (10) is equal to 49.33%, where the AEO is 8643.28 MWh/y (see Table I ). The RE of all presented models is estimated based on all manufacturer power curves in database, it is shown in Fig.6 . The mean and standard deviation of RE is illustrated in Table II . From results shown in Fig. 6 and illustrated in Table II , it can be clearly seen that the power-coefficient based model gives the lowest RE followed by general model. It is also seen that the polynomial model is the worst, this outcome agreed with Ref [4] .
The correlation coefficient is used to describe the correlation between instantaneous power predicted by each model and the manufacturer power curve values in the range of , ). The NRMSE is also presented to estimate the error of all presented mathematical models. The mean value and standard deviation of the correlation and NRMSE for each model are shown in Table III , where the general model has the highest correlation and lowest NRMSE, thus it can be considered as well fitted with manufacturer power curve in the range of , ). 
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper compared nine mathematical models to find out which is the most appropriate for modeling wind turbine power curves. The accuracy of the proposed models is evaluated using statistical criteria including relative error, normalized root mean square error, and correlation coefficient. From the results of this study it can be concluded:
(1) Among the presented mathematical models, the power-coefficient based model and general model were the most accurate mathematical models for modeling of wind turbine power curves, since they gave the lowest relative error in estimation of capacity factor.
(2) The polynomial model was found the least accurate model. 
